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EXPOSE, EXPLORE
AND EDUCATE:
THE 3Es ABOUT
DERIVATIVES
FUTURE POTENTIAL
LIVE FREE WEBINAR AVAILABLE ON
PART 1

21 JANUARY 2021

I 10.00 AM - 12.15 PM

PART 2

29 JANUARY 2021

I 10.00 AM - 12.15 PM

WHAT IS THE PROGRAMME ALL ABOUT?

PROGRAMME OUTLINE

Derivatives, ranging from relatively simple futures contracts to
complicated options products, are an increasingly important feature
of the capital and financial markets worldwide. They are already
gaining popularity in many emerging markets, and as the financial
sector becomes deeper and more stable, their use is certain to grow.

PART 1

21 January 2021

10.00 am

Educator Module (Derivatives)

Learning about derivatives is essential for everyone who wish to begin
a career within the capital and financial markets. This imposes a
challenge for lecturers and academicians to educate from a practical
stand point and encourage their students to explore more about it.
Through this e-workshop, one will discover on how to expose, create
interest to explore and educate the students on the derivatives via
a new experiential learning approach as well as prepare them for a
career in the capital market.

			
Future of Work: Career Channels and Future Income
			
Sources in Derivatives
			 • Overview of a Trading Participants organisational
				structure
			 • Personality Fit: Candidate characteristics vs. Job
				requirements
			 • Career opportunities: Corporations, Professional /
				 Proprietary Trader, Marketing Representatives
10.30 am
			
			
			

Experiential Learning: Enhance and Encourage
Learning through Interactive and Hand-on Practice
• Syllabus modification
• Online educational channels

11.00 am

Break

11.15 am
			
			
			
			
			

Overview of the Derivatives Industry
• Derivatives industry ecosystem
• Overview of derivatives products
• What’s new? SSF and FM70
• Features of derivative products
• Factors that influence derivatives price movements

12.15 pm

End of Part I

PART 2

29 January 2021

10.00 am

Educator Module (Derivatives)

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN DURING THE
PROGRAMME?

			
			
			

The Basics of Derivatives Trading
• Order types
• Trading strategies

Upon completion of this programme, participants will be able to:

11.00 am

Break

• update the syllabus content and develop a new experiential
learning approach for their students

11.15 am
			
			
			

Bursa Malaysia Derivatives Exchange: Trending
Contracts
• Case study 1: Application of Index Futures
• Case study 2: Application of CPO Futures

12.15 pm

End of Part II

WHAT DO WE WANT TO ACHIEVE?
This programme is designed for participants to impart knowledge
and encourage their students to explore and take action on the
opportunities available in the derivatives industry by giving insights
into the derivatives ecosystem, the products and contracts traded
in Bursa Malaysia Derivatives and the basics derivatives trading
strategy.

• create awareness pertaining to the opportunities available in the
derivatives industry
• describe the overview of the derivatives ecosystem, products
and its features
• explain the basic concept of derivatives and the factors that
influence the price movements
• analyse the basic trading strategies of trending contracts in
derivatives trading

ICF COMPETENCY LEVEL
• Functional (Product) - Capital Market Environment (Level 2)
• Foundational (Product) - Capital Market Products (Level 2)
• Functional (Process) - Derivatives dealing (Level 2)

TARGET AUDIENCE
• Lecturers and academicians from universities and higher learning
institutions
• Individuals who are interested to develop experiential learning in
teaching derivatives subject

DERIVATIVES PROGRAMME FOR LECTURERS & ACADEMICIANS
This initiative is supported by Capital Market Development Fund (CMDF)

SPEAKER
CHOONG TY’NG TY’NG
Founder and Managing Director of Axcelearn Sdn Bhd

She is the founder and managing director of
Axcelearn Sdn. Bhd. She started her career as a
Futures dealer in AmFutures of AmInvestment Bank
Berhad and was subsequently promoted to be the
Head of Futures Dealing. She was responsible in formulating and
execution of Futures trading strategies for institutional, corporate
and retail clients. She subsequently headed the advisory division
in eBroking, AmInvestment Bank Berhad. Her role was to provide
advisory services to clients investing in Equity and Futures markets.
She is currently the CPE speaker for Securities Industry
Development Corporation (SIDC) and Asia Banking School (ABS),
providing training for fund manager, research analysts, remisiers
and futures brokers. She has been a frequent speaker in various
seminars and conferences organised by Bursa Malaysia and was
also invited to speak in listed companies including Nestle Malaysia
and Sunway Group. She is also the author of “Jumpstart your
Stocks and Futures Trading” which was one of the national bestselling investment books. She passed all the modules required
to be licensed in both equity and futures trading in Malaysia,
administered by the Securities Commission Malaysia. She is an
entrepreneur, trader, author and trainer.

For more details, visit www.sidc.com.my

